Purpose: To develop a method for improved B 0 field-map estimation, deblurring, and image combination for multispectral imaging near metal. Methods: A goodness-of-fit field-map estimation technique is proposed that uses only the multispectral imaging (MSI) data to estimate the field map. Using the improved field map, a novel deblurring technique is proposed that also employs a new image combination scheme to reduce the effects of noise and other residual MSI artifacts. The proposed field-map estimation and deblurring techniques are compared to the current methods in phantoms and/or in vivo from subjects with knee, hip, and spinal metallic implants. Results: Phantom experiments validate that the goodness-of-fit field-map estimation is less sensitive to noise and bias than the conventional center-of-mass technique, which reduces distortion in the deblurring methods. The new deblurring approach also is substantially less sensitive to noise and distortion than the current deblurring method, as demonstrated in phantoms and in vivo, and is able to find a good tradeoff between deblurring and distortion. Conclusion: The proposed methods not only enable fieldmapping with reduced noise sensitivity but are able to create deblurred images with less distortion and better signal-to-noise ratio with no additional scan time, thereby enabling improved visualization of underlying anatomy near metallic implants.
INTRODUCTION
MRI is known for its excellent soft-tissue contrast, which can be particularly useful in postsurgical examination of joint replacement surgery (1) (2) (3) . However, the magnetic field inhomogeneity caused by metallic implants leads to significant artifacts in traditional MRI, including distortion, signal voids, and pileup artifacts throughout the entire image and particularly near the implant. Although there are some techniques that reduce the extent of these artifacts, such as increasing the bandwidth per pixel, view-angle tilting (VAT) (4-6), single-point imaging (7), dual-reversedgradient acquisitions (8) , prepolarized MRI (9), 3D-phase labeling for additional coordinate encoding (PLACE) (10) , and a balanced steady-state free-precession approach (11) , limitations of these methods inhibit their usefulness in a clinical setting.
Several more sequences have since been developed that substantially reduce most of the artifacts and address many of the prior limitations seen when imaging near metal. Specifically, a spectrally resolved 3D phase-encoding method using phase-encoding in all three dimensions was used for imaging near metal to effectively remove nearly all the artifacts (12) . Many multispectral imaging (MSI) sequences tend to be much faster. This includes slice encoding for metal artifact correction (SEMAC), which selectively excites 2D slices and then acquires a 3D image of each slice to eliminate through-plane distortion, while using a VAT gradient to minimize in-plane distortions (13) . Multiple-acquisition with variable resonances image combination (MAVRIC) is another MSI sequence that excites multiple overlapping spectral bins and acquires a 3D image of each. The 3D encoding and limited bandwidth of the excited spectrum together help reduce distortion (14) . Analysis of these methods has shown they are able to visualize pathology not visible in standard MR imaging techniques (15, 16) .
MAVRIC-SeLective (SL) is a sequence that combines the strengths of both MAVRIC and SEMAC by separately exciting multiple spectral bins, in conjunction with a sliceselection gradient, and by creating a 3D image of each using a VAT gradient (4, 17) . There is substantial overlap between spectral bins because neighboring bins are 1 kHz apart and excited using Gaussian radiofrequency (RF) profiles with a 2.25 kHz full-width half-max. Each spectral bin is demodulated at the center frequency of the excited spectrum to remove the bulk shift due to the VAT gradient and off-resonance. However, this causes tissues excited in multiple spectral bins to have a slight shift between neighboring spectral bins. The acquired signal in a given bin, s b ; from off-resonance frequency, f ; is then given as s b ðx; y; z; f Þ ¼ s x þ f À f b BW p ; y; z; f Á RFðf À f b Þ ; [1] where s is the MR signal at a given location and frequency; f b is the center frequency of the bin b; BW p is the readout bandwidth per pixel; and RF is the RF excitation profile. The signal in a given bin, s b ðx; y; zÞ, is then the integral over all frequencies. Note that due to severe field inhomogeneity, multiple off-resonance frequencies can shift to the same location. Although MSI sequences can fix pileup when signals from different frequencies appear in the same voxel but in separate spectral bins, they cannot currently separate pileup that occurs in the same voxel and bin. Standard reconstruction often combines bin images using a simple root-sum-of-squares (RSOS) across the spectral bin dimension. Although the RSOS image has no bulk distortion, it does exhibit blurring because a given frequency in a given bin is shifted by f Àf b BWp ; however, the blurring is limited by the RF weighting during excitation. The amount of blurring therefore is dependent on the RF profile/overlap (which is fixed in MAVRIC-SL) and the bandwidth per pixel. Conversely, when all spectral bins are demodulated at the same frequency, there will be no blurring at the expense of large distortion because each frequency will have the same, potentially large, displacement in all spectral bins. In this situation, the amount of distortion is dependent on the off-resonance frequency and the bandwidth per pixel. This highlights one of the biggest challenges in multispectral imaging, which is the task of creating distortion-free images that minimize blurring. Figure 1 highlights this challenge in both a digital line phantom and an agar grid phantom with a hip implant (as described in Methods). The digital line phantom simulates a MAVRIC-SL scan of a horizontal, isointense line in the phase-encode direction with a linear off-resonance gradient ranging from À5 kHz on the left to 5 kHz on the right of the field of view (FOV). For both the digital and agar phantoms, the figure depicts the three central spectral bin images, the RSOS image, and the distorted but deblurred image created by taking the RSOS across spectral bins that are all demodulated at the same center frequency.
Although these sequences for imaging near metal have been successful at reducing the artifacts near metallic implants, they are not without their drawbacks. Phase encoding and/or sampling multiple spectral bins can significantly increase scan time (13, 14, 17) ; however, MSI sequences are generally much faster than 3D phase-encoding methods. In addition to the blurring caused by varying readout displacements in neighboring bins/slices, as seen in MAVRIC, MAVRIC-SL, and SEMAC, the latter two sequences also suffer from blurring in the readout direction caused by VAT-induced inhomogeneity across a given voxel (13, 17) .
FIG. 1. MSI images of a digital phantom with linear off-resonance in the phase-encode direction (a-e) and agar phantom (f-o) are shown demonstrating the tradeoff between blurring and distortion. The left three columns are the central MAVRIC-SL spectral bin images, each demodulated at the bin center frequency to remove large bulk distortion. The RSOS images of all bins demodulated at the bin center frequency, which blurs the images but removes bulk distortion (solid arrows), are shown in the fourth column. Conversely, the RSOS of all bin images demodulated at the same center frequency are shown in the rightmost column and exhibit deblurring with distortion in regions of off-resonance (dotted arrows). The goal of deblurring methods in MSI is to find a method that creates deblurred images without introducing distortion.
A deblurring algorithm has been proposed for MAVRIC-SL that estimates a field map from the spectral bin images to calculate and undo the varying displacements seen in neighboring bins (17) . Although this deblurring technique can be effective far away from the metal, it suffers from a biased method of field-map estimation that causes distortions in the deblurred images. The current deblurring technique is further limited by a bin combination scheme that inadequately suppresses signal from spectral bins that are far from the offresonance estimate.
In this work, we present a field-mapping technique that, like the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) -optimal matched-filter estimator, estimates a field map by finding the frequency estimate that most closely matches the profile seen in the MSI spectral bins. This improved field map could be used for many purposes, including estimating the location and size of an implant (18, 19) and reducing distortion in MSI sequences. We then propose a new deblurring algorithm that performs an RF-weighted spectral bin combination to substantially reduce artifacts created by the current deblurring technique and also improve the noise performance of the method. Finally, we propose using a goodness-of-fit measure to find a good tradeoff between blurring and distortion based on the predicted accuracy of the field-map estimate. The proposed field-map estimation and deblurring algorithms are compared with current techniques in a digital phantom, a physical phantom, and in vivo.
THEORY
Although this work is applicable to other MSI sequences, this paper primarily will focus on how the proposed methods apply to the MAVRIC-SL sequence because the substantially overlapping spectral bins lead to improved field-map estimation.
Field-Map Estimation
Due to the amount of overlap between neighboring bins in MAVRIC-SL, a field map (f est;CM ) can be estimated by calculating the center of mass of the magnitude bin images, as presented with the original MAVRIC-SL method (17) . Although this technique works well at estimating the field map of an ideal signal, it becomes biased in the presence of noise. Specifically, as noise is introduced across all spectral bins, the calculated center of mass is influenced by the center of mass of the noise, which on average is equal to the frequency of the middle spectral bin. Consequently, a decrease in SNR not only creates noisier center-of-mass field-map estimates, but also increases their bias toward the center of the excited spectral frequencies.
To overcome the noise sensitivity and bias of the center-of-mass method, a matched-filter detector can be used for field-map estimation. Matched filters are the optimal linear filters for maximizing SNR in the presence of additive stochastic noise (20) . In this case, it essentially searches for the ideal bin signal profile by correlating the acquired spectral bin signal with the expected signal from a given off-resonance frequency. The field-map estimate is then defined as the frequency that has the largest return from the matched filter and is given as A comparison of the center-of-mass and matched-filter field-map estimates, which demonstrates the reduced bias in the matched-filter estimate in the presence of noise, is shown in Figure 2 . Although the matched-filter field-map estimate is less sensitive to noise than the center-of-mass method, slight error is introduced because it does not account for the varying readout displacements experienced by a given frequency in neighboring bin images. However, accommodating the specific displacements experienced by different frequencies means that the filter would no longer be a simple 1D convolution because a matched filter is traditionally implemented. Instead, the acquired signal being compared actually is different for each frequency 2. An ideal bin signal profile across spectral bins is shown (top), along with the same signal with added noise (bottom) and the RF profile centered on the correct off-resonance frequency (black line in both top and bottom). Both the center-of-mass and matched-filter field-map estimates are accurate in the absence of noise. However, in the presence of noise, the center-of-mass estimate becomes noticeably biased toward the frequency of the center bin, whereas the matched-filter estimator remains unbiased by still accurately estimating the correct off-resonance frequency. RF, radiofrequency; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
according to the bin-specific displacements caused by that frequency. We therefore propose a novel method that, similar to the matched filter, looks for the spectral bin profile most closely matching the ideal signal profile.
To do this, we first define a goodness-of-fit metric, which determines how closely a spectral bin profile matches an expected bin profile. Let vectorsS andRF be defined as
where N is the number of spectral bins. The goodnessof-fit metric, gðx; y; z; f Þ; between the ideal signal profile (ie, the expected RF profile) and the acquired signal for a given voxel is gðx; y; z; f Þ ¼ 1 À j|Sðx; y; z; f Þj À ajRF ðf Þj| 2 a|Sðx; y; z; f Þ| 2| RF ðf Þ| 2 [6] where a is a scalar chosen to make the magnitudes ofS and RF comparable by minimizing j|Sðx; y; z; f Þj À ajRF ðf Þj| 2 .
The || 2 denotes the L 2 -norm and was used to more heavily penalize large differences between the ideal and acquired signal profiles. This goodness-of-fit metric will then be between 0 and 1, with 0 signifying no signal overlap betweenS andRF , and 1 occurring when jSj and jRF j are identical. A field-map estimate that takes into account the varying readout displacements can then be computed by finding the frequency maximizing the goodness of fit. The goodness-of-fit field-map estimate is then f est;GF ðx; y; zÞ ¼ argmax fest;MF ÀDf f fest;MF þDf gðx; y; z; f Þ [7] Note that ifSðx; y; z; f Þ did not account for the varying shift (ie, was a vector of s b ðx; y; zÞÞ, the goodness-of-fit field-map would be identical to the matched-filter estimate. When computing the goodness-of-fit field-map, the matched-filter field-map is first calculated because it is computationally efficient and generally close to the estimate that maximizes the goodness of fit. This reduced the extent of the search (we used Df ¼ 500 Hz) in the computationally intensive step of maximizing the goodness-of-fit g. The goodness of fit therefore helps account for the varying readout displacements and is useful in determining both the field map as well as the reliability of the estimate.
Image Reconstruction
Current MAVRIC-SL reconstruction techniques are able to deblur the images but produce additional artifacts in regions of large B 0 inhomogeneity and/or low SNR. The deblurring reconstruction originally proposed for MAVRIC-SL simply removes the bin-specific displacement from the spectral bin images that is determined by the center-of-mass field-map estimate, the bin center frequency, and the bandwidth per pixel (17) . A deblurred image, which we call the center-of-mass reconstruction, is then created using a RSOS combination across the modified spectral bin images. Additionally, a Jacobianbased correction was proposed to correct signal intensity variations caused by field inhomogeneity (21); this approach was used for all deblurring reconstructions in this work.
Our method uses the goodness-of-fit field map to more accurately remove the bin-specific displacement in regions where the center-of-mass field map may be noisy or biased. Additionally, we propose an improved bin combination scheme that weights each spectral bin, on a voxel-by-voxel basis, by the expected RF profile determined by the improved field-map estimate. This creates an RF-weighted bin combination scheme whose contrast is similar to the ideal RSOS, that is, the RSOS with no noise or artifacts from distant spectral bins, but includes deblurring as well. The deblurred image, which we call the goodness-of-fit reconstruction because it uses the goodness-of-fit field-map estimate, is reconstructed as
Although the deblurring generally performs quite well, the deblurred images can exhibit distortion when the goodness-of-fit field map has errors due to low SNR, parallel-imaging/motion artifacts, and/or a rapidly varying magnetic field. We therefore propose a novel weightedaverage reconstruction that uses the goodness of fit to calculate the weighted average of the RSOS bin combined image, which has blurring but no distortion, and the deblurred goodness-of-fit image, which may have distortion if the field map is not accurate. The weightedaverage reconstruction is designed to find a good tradeoff between blurring and distortion that varies regionally depending on the estimated reliability of the field map. Our complete proposed deblurring algorithm is shown in Figure 3 and is given as I WA ðx; y; z; f est;GF Þ ¼ gðx; y; z; f est;GF Þ Á I GF ðx; y; z; f est;GF Þ þ 1 À gðx; y; z; f est;GF Þ Á I RSOS ðx; y; zÞ:
[9]
METHODS

Simulations
In order to validate the proposed methods, a 3D digital model of a total hip replacement implant (Zimmer, Inc.,
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Warsaw, IN, USA) was created from a 0.5-mm isotropic computed tomography scan of the implant. The metal susceptibility was set to 182 ppm for the femoral stem (titanium alloy) (22) and 900 ppm for the femoral head (cobalt-chromium alloy) based on literature (23) . The susceptibility-induced field perturbations were then computed on a 0.5 Â 0.5 Â 2.5 mm 3 grid using
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio; B 0 is the strength of main static field; F represents a Fourier transform;
2 is the spatial Fourier transform of the dipole field kernel; and k and k z denote the radial distance and z-component of the k-space coordinates, assuming z is the direction of B 0 (24). The field map was then linearly interpolated to 0.1 mm in the frequency-encode direction to better account for a range of off-resonant frequencies inside a single imaging voxel.
A simulation of a MAVRIC-SL acquisition of the digital phantom was performed assuming the implant was immersed in a substance with zero susceptibility. The effect of off-resonance was considered in the spatial encoding process of the simulation, and relaxation parameters were neglected for simplification. In the simulation and all acquired datasets, 22 spectral bins were acquired covering a center frequency range of À11 to 10 kHz with 1 kHz spacing, a readout bandwidth of 6125 kHz/FOV, and matrix/FOV parameters shown in Table 1 . To better visualize blurring and distortion, evenly spaced gridlines of both hyperintensity and hypointensity were created vertically and horizontally prior to the simulated image acquisition. Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise with an SNR of 40 also was added to the simulated spectral bin images to better examine the effects of noise. This then provided a thorough simulation of a MAVRIC-SL acquisition of a hip implant, including the spectral bin profiles, to test the proposed field-map estimation and reconstruction methods.
To validate the proposed field-map estimation method, the simulated phantom data were used to estimate the field map using the center-of-mass and the proposed goodness-of-fit methods. Both field-map estimation methods employed the same nonlinear smoothing technique, which weighted each voxel based on how its magnitude RSOS signal compared to neighboring voxels; this therefore reduced the weighting of voxels with low and potentially less reliable signal. The known simulated field map used to produce the MAVRIC-SL simulation also was used to create error maps to visualize and compare the bias and noise of both field-map estimation techniques.
Using the estimated field maps, deblurring also was performed on the simulated MAVRIC-SL data to assess the performance of different aspects of the proposed method. In addition to processing the center-of-mass, goodness-of-fit, and weighted-average reconstructions, two hybrid methods also were processed to compare the respective advantages afforded using the goodness-of-fit field-map and RF-weighted bin-combination/deblurring. The first of these hybrid reconstructions uses an RSOS bin combination and goodness-of-fit field-map estimate for deblurring. Alternatively, the other hybrid method performs the proposed RF-weighted bin combination, but uses the center-of-mass field-map estimate for deblurring.
Phantom Experiments
To test the methods on a physical phantom, a dedicated geometry phantom was created that contained the same hip implant used for the digital phantom and enclosed it in a 3D grid. The phantom grid is 15 mm in all three dimensions, with a 2-mm wide edge, and is made from polycarbonate using 3D printing. The space between the grid was filled with agarose gel (Bacto Agar, 2% weight/ volume, Becton, Dickinson and Company, MD, USA), doped with 1.0 mmol/l CuS0 4 to reduce the T 1 relaxation time. MAVRIC-SL scans of the agar phantom were performed with the parameters shown in Table 1 .
In addition to field-map estimation and deblurring comparisons, which also were performed on the agar phantom, an SNR analysis was performed to highlight   FIG. 3 . The proposed weighted-average deblurring reconstruction algorithm is outlined. Bin images are first used to create the goodnessof-fit field-map estimate and the goodness-of-fit metric, which predicts the accuracy of the field-map estimate based on how closely the actual and expected bin signal profiles match. Using the bin images and field-map estimate, a deblurred goodness-of-fit reconstructed image is then created using the expected radiofrequency-weighted combination across bins. The weighted-average reconstruction then uses the goodness of fit to reduce the effects of errors in the field-map estimate, thus striking a good balance between the blurring seen in the RSOS image and distortion seen in the goodness-of-fit reconstruction when the field-map estimate is not correct. RSOS, root-sum-of-squares.
the SNR improvements of the goodness-of-fit field-map estimation and the weighted-average reconstruction. To calculate SNR, complex i.i.d. Gaussian noise was added, which resulted in an SNR ranging from approximately 5 to 100 in the hypointense and hyperintense regions, respectively, of the RSOS image of the phantom. Independent realizations of this noise were added to 200 copies of the acquired raw k-space data before processing. The magnitude of the mean error, with error being defined as the difference between the original and the noise copy, and standard deviation/SNR were then visualized to compare the SNR performance and bias of both field-mapping and reconstruction methods in different regions of the phantom. Digital/agar phantom and in vivo scan parameters. All datasets acquired 22 spectral bins ranging from À11 to 10 kHz in 1-kHz increments, used a readout bandwidth of 6125 kHz/FOV, and used a homodyne reconstruction with 52% to 56% k-space coverage (note that the digital phantom had full k-space coverage). GE Healthcare: Waukesha, Wisconsin, WA, USA. ETL, echo train length; FOV, field of view; HD, high definition; N/A, not applicable; TE, echo time, TR, repetition time.
FIG. 4. A field-map comparison from a digital metallic implant
phantom is shown between the center-of-mass and goodness-offit field-map estimations. Solid arrows indicate that the goodness-of-fit method is far less sensitive to noise added to the digital phantom than the centerof-mass method. The center-ofmass method is biased toward the center bin (ie, 0 Hz) (dotted arrows), whereas bias in the goodness-of-fit method is far less pronounced and based on the direction and magnitude of the off-resonance gradient (dashed arrows). RSOS, root-sum-of-squares.
A MAVRIC-SL scan was performed a second time with identical parameters, except that the readout, slice-select, and VAT gradients were reversed in the second scan. RSOS bin combined images, center-of-mass and weightedaverage deblurring reconstructions; and both the center-ofmass and goodness-of-fit field-map estimations were reconstructed for the scans acquired in both gradient directions. Because the estimated field maps include the VAT gradient, which is different in the different scans, the field maps were modified to remove the off-resonance caused by the prescribed VAT gradient at the center of the slice. Differences between the images and modified field maps were then computed to compare the two scans.
In Vivo Experiments
The proposed goodness-of-fit field-map estimation and weighted-average deblurring algorithms also were verified in vivo in volunteers with metallic knee, hip, and spinal implants. All phantoms/patients were scanned on a 3T scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin, WA, USA) and according to institutional review board guidelines. Additionally, all scans/reconstructions, including agar phantom scans, used a homodyne reconstruction with 52% to 56% k-space coverage. The scan-specific parameters are shown in Table 1 . We note that, although some datasets were acquired with additional bins (based on manufacturer default settings), for consistency only the indicated 22 spectral bins were included for any processing/comparisons in this work. Datasets were processed utilizing 12 parallel threads in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), using the Orchestra-MATLAB interface (GE Healthcare) on a dual CPU desktop with 16 physical cores, in approximately 1 to 2 hours total for all field maps and reconstructions. The proposed weighted-average deblurring algorithm, which includes the goodness-of-fit field-map estimation, was then compared with the current center-of-mass reconstruction technique and the original RSOS reconstructions for all subjects. Figure 4 shows the RSOS image of the digital phantom, along with the true field map and the error in ,d ) and the RF-weighted bin combination (c,e). Both the center-of-mass field-map (b,c) and goodness-of-fit field-map (d,e) estimates were used for deblurring. The final weighted-average reconstruction also is shown (f). The RSOS bin combined image (a) has no distortion but has blurring throughout the entire image. All deblurring methods deblur well in small off-resonance regions away from the metal (solid arrows). However, those that use the RSOS bin combination (b,d) can include energy from distant spectral frequencies (dashed arrows). Bias in the center-of-mass field-map estimate can create distortion during deblurring (dotted arrows). When both of these artifacts are combined (b), the overall image, although deblurred away from the metal, can appear worse than the blurry, undistorted version. The proposed weighted-average reconstruction, on the other hand, performs well across the entire image and has substantially less distortion/artifacts than the current center-of-mass technique (b), while still providing good deblurring. Although some pixilation artifacts in the simulated data are unrealistic, the pileup, ripple, and blurring artifacts are very similar to what is seen in phantom and human scans. CM, center of mass; GF, goodness of fit; RF, radiofrequency; RSOS, root-sum-of-squares.
RESULTS
Simulations
both the center-of-mass and goodness-of-fit field-map estimations. The goodness-of-fit field-map estimation method is clearly less biased, as indicated by the dotted and dashed arrows. Additionally, the solid arrows point to a region where the center-of-mass field-map estimate is noticeably more sensitive to noise. All five deblurring reconstructions, including the proposed weighted-average and goodness-of-fit methods, the center-of-mass reconstruction, and the two hybrid approaches, are compared with the RSOS image in Figure 5 . The RSOS image has blurring seen in the gridlines, which is effectively removed in all of the deblurring methods; however, methods that use the center-of-mass field-map estimate are subject to distortion in regions where the field-map estimate is biased. Additionally, the two methods that weight all spectral bins equally by using the RSOS for bin-combination suffer from a noticeable stretching artifact in regions of low signal.
Phantom Experiments
Reconstruction results from the agar grid phantom are shown in Figure 6 , including two zoomed images that highlight the center-of-mass reconstruction's distortion and the improved deblurring and noise performance of the proposed weighted-average deblurring algorithm. The noise analysis of the agar grid phantom, including SNR maps and the relative magnitude mean error (ie, the magnitude of the mean error relative to the magnitude of the image reconstructed without added noise), is shown in Figure 7 . The relative magnitude mean error and SNR maps both show that, although all methods have high relative error and low SNR in the very low signal regions of the phantom, the weighted-average reconstruction is generally less biased and generally has a higher SNR than both the center-ofmass reconstruction and the RSOS image, with the centerof-mass method exhibiting the worst performance of the three. The magnitude mean error (relative to the estimations performed without added noise) and standard deviation of A zoomed-in low SNR region from an edge slice that has a large off-resonance due to the view-angle tilting gradient also is shown (g-i). In regions of high SNR and low field inhomogeneity, both deblurring methods perform well (solid arrows). In regions of large off-resonance, the weighted-average method removes the distortion/displacement seen in the center-of-mass method due to the decreased bias in the goodness-of-fit fieldmap estimate (dotted arrows). For low SNR regions, the weighted-average method led to improved SNR and deblurring compared to the center-of-mass method (dashed arrows). RSOS, root-sum-of-squares; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
the field-map estimation techniques also show that the goodness-of-fit field-map estimate is clearly less noisy and biased than the center-of-mass field-map estimate. Additionally, although there is no ground truth field map for comparison, the goodness-of-fit field-map estimate calculates off-resonance values of a higher magnitude than the center-of-mass method. This indicates that the goodness-offit field map is less biased because the areas adjacent to nonexcited signal voids should have large off-resonance.
A comparison of the reconstructions and modified field maps for a central slice of two MAVRIC-SL scans acquired with opposing readout, slice-select, and VAT gradients is shown in Figure S1 . The weighted-average reconstructions have reduced distortion, compared to the center-of-mass reconstructions, near the head of the implant for both gradient directions. Although the pileup and stretching artifacts, which depend on gradient direction, cause noticeable signal in the difference RSOS and weighted-average images, the increased extent of the signal in the center-of-mass difference image indicates that the biased center-of-mass field map led to additional artifacts in the center-of-mass reconstruction. The difference in the modified field maps estimated from both gradient directions should be a good indicator of the accuracy of the estimation methods. Although the difference of the goodness-of-fit field map is not perfectly zero, which would indicate a perfect field map, the magnitude of the difference generally is much less than the center-of-mass estimate's difference. This indicates that the goodness-of-fit field map is much more accurate.
In Vivo Experiments Figure 8 shows in vivo comparisons of the RSOS bin combined images with both the center-of-mass and weightedaverage deblurring reconstructions, along with the goodnessof-fit maps for volunteers with knee, hip, and spinal metallic implants. In all three anatomies, solid arrows indicate regions away from the metallic implant, where both deblurring methods perform well at deblurring and have no noticeable distortion. However, the proposed weighted-average deblurring algorithm performs substantially better near the FIG. 7. Noise analysis of an agar grid phantom with a metallic implant highlights the noise performance of the RSOS, center-of-mass, and weighted-average reconstructions. Relative magnitude mean errors (f-h) and SNR maps (k-m) show that the weighted-average method is less sensitive to noise-related bias and variance than the center-of-mass method, which generally has worse performance than the RSOS technique. Additionally, noise analysis was done to compare the noise characteristics of the center-of-mass and goodness-of-fit field-map estimates. The larger range of estimated frequencies in the goodness-of-fit field-map indicates that it does not suffer from the same bias as the center-of-mass method. The magnitude mean error (i-j) and standard deviation (n-o) images show that the goodness-of-fit field map is substantially less biased and noisy than the center-of-mass field-map estimate. CM, center of mass; GF, goodness of fit; RSOS, root-sum-of-squares; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio, radiofrequency.
implant by reducing the distortion caused by biased fieldmap estimates and summing the signal equally across all spectral bins, as shown by the dotted arrows. Although the goodness-of-fit measurement for these particular spine and knee images are noticeably better than the hip image, the deblurring still appears to be quite good in the weightedaverage hip image without introducing any noticeable distortion.
In addition, although the artifacts introduced by the weighted-average reconstruction were minor in both appearance and frequency relative to those of the center-ofmass method, we did identify three types of slight artifacts that it introduced. All three are shown in Figure 9 , along with a comparison to the RSOS and center-of-mass methods. The dashed blue arrow in Figure 9c points to a voxel with substantial error in the field-map estimate, resulting in a reconstructed dark voxel. In Figure 9f , the top blue dashed arrow points to a region where the estimated field map had a sharp discontinuity, due to a bimodal spectral bin profile, that created minor hypointense patterns. The lower blue dashed arrow in Figure 9f points to a region that, although deblurred correctly, has a blocky appearance on the tissue boundary due to a sharp discontinuity in the estimated field map caused by the incorrect field-map estimate in the low signal region. Although these artifacts are among the worst we have seen in the weighted-average reconstructions of the five patients who we analyzed, they are relatively infrequent and are much less noticeable than the large-scale distortions ubiquitous in the center-of-mass method and shown with dotted red arrows in Figures 6, 8, and 9 . Furthermore, the good deblurring performance of the weighted-average method, indicated by solid red arrows in Figures 6, 8, and 9 , is consistent across all five patients analyzed.
DISCUSSION
Using simulations and noise experiments, we have confirmed that the proposed goodness-of-fit field-map estimation is substantially less sensitive to noise and less prone to bias than the current center-of-mass approach. A comparison of the differences in the field maps shown in Figure S1 strongly indicates that the proposed goodness-of-fit field map is more accurate and less biased than the centerof-mass field map. Additionally, the simulations and noise experiments validate the reduced distortion, higher SNR, and comparable deblurring of the weighted-average deblurring reconstruction when compared to the current center-of-mass reconstruction. Similarly, in vivo The weighted-average reconstruction is able to perform deblurring without introducing the severe distortion seen in the center-of-mass method (dotted arrows). The goodness-of-fit images also show that even images with a relatively low goodness-of-fit (h) are still able to produce weightedaverage reconstructions (g) that deblur well across the entire image without introducing any noticeable distortion. RSOS, root-sum-of-squares.
comparisons of the proposed deblurring method in the knee, hip, and spine, in addition to the agar grid phantom, show that the weighted-average deblurring method has substantially less distortion than the current center-ofmass technique. Although this analysis was applied directly to MAVRIC-SL, the general problem of trying to find the correct tradeoff between blurring and distortion is applicable to all current MSI sequences, including SEMAC, MAVRIC, and the more recent 2D MSI approach (25) .
Field-Map Bias
Although the goodness-of-fit field map has substantially less bias and noise sensitivity than the center-of-mass estimate, the regions of bias differ from those of the center-of-mass method. Figure 4 shows that the center-of-mass field-map estimation method is most biased when the true field map has the highest off-resonance. The goodness-of-fit field-map estimate, on the other hand, appears to have some bias when the field map varies quickly in the readout direction, most likely due to pileup and stretching within a single spectral bin. Both observations were further validated in the difference between the modified field maps estimated from the reversed gradients. Specifically, the difference in the centerof-map field maps became increasingly more biased as the slice moved further from the center (not shown). The difference in the weighted-average reconstruction, on the other hand, showed no such large-scale bias but did show some error in regions of large field inhomogeneity in the readout direction, as seen in Supporting Figure S1 . The weightedaverage reconstruction is able to account for some of the errors in the field-map estimate by using the goodness-of-fit metric.
Artifacts
The center-of-mass reconstruction works well when the estimated field map is accurate and slowly varying. However, when the estimated field map is not accurate, the local regions of the image may be deblurred because there is no relative shift between bins, but they will also FIG. 9 . RSOS, center-of-mass, and weighted-average reconstructions of two separate subjects with metallic hip implants are shown to visualize artifacts created by both deblurring methods. Solid red arrows point to regions where both deblurring methods produced adequate deblurring. Dotted red arrows point to regions where the proposed weighted-average reconstruction had good deblurring while reducing distortions. Dashed blue arrows point to three types of artifacts seen occasionally by the weightedaverage images, including: 1) a single voxel with incorrect fieldmap estimation due to uncertainty in a quickly varying magnetic field (c); 2) slight hypointense patterns when the estimated field-map has a sharp discontinuity (upper dashed blue arrow in f), which occurred because the acquired spectral profile was bimodal; and 3) slight blocky appearance at large signal boundaries due to sharp discontinuity in estimated field-map (lower blue dashed arrows in f). Although these are among the worst of the artifacts associated with the weighted-average method, the images still exhibit excellent deblurring, with considerably less distortion than the center-ofmass method. RSOS, root-sum-of-squares.
be distorted because the bulk shift is not correct. Additionally, when B 0 changes rapidly, x À fest;CM Àf b BWp may be the same for multiple values of x within the same readout column. This means that, for each of these reconstructed x-locations, the deblurring step will shift and sum the same signal from all other corresponding x-locations in separate spectral bins, resulting in multiple reconstructed voxels that may have the same signal. This occurs when the background magnetic field gradient induced by field inhomogeneity is of the same magnitude or larger than the frequency-encoding gradient, or when there is a discontinuity in the actual or estimated field map (26, 27) , leading to substantial pileup or distortion artifacts in extreme cases. Although the weightedaverage reconstruction cannot fix pileup that occurs within a single spectral bin, it can help reduce the pileup and distortion that occur across spectral bins by using both the goodness-of-fit field-map and the RF-weighted bin combination. Because these extreme artifacts are more likely to occur near the metal when the bin-center frequency is furthest from isocenter, the benefits of the weighted-average reconstruction likely are more pronounced when more spectral bins are acquired and less pronounced when fewer spectral bins are acquired. Figure 9 shows that the weighted-average reconstruction may create three relatively minor types of artifacts, arising from sharp discontinuities in the estimated field map and the subsequent RSOS-weighted, nonlinear smoothing of both the field map and goodness of fit. The goodness-of-fit metric is able to account for the vast majority of these field-map inconsistencies through the weighted-average reconstruction, but there are instances when it can lead to small hypointense regions. We believe that smoothing the goodness-of-fit results in noticeably less blurring/artifacts, particularly at tissue boundaries and in regions of extreme inhomogeneity. We note that, although these artifacts are far less noticeable and ubiquitous than those found in the center-of-mass reconstruction for our small sample size, further analysis must be done on a much larger set of patients to definitively assess the frequency and clinical impact of these introduced artifacts. Furthermore, although all smoothing parameters were kept constant across all datasets for consistency and fairness in comparing methods, changing the smoothing parameters dynamically, perhaps even for different regions within the same set of images, may noticeably reduce the occurrence of these artifacts. Figure 8 shows the variation in the overall goodness of fit between different datasets. The overall goodness of fit can be dependent on many things, including SNR, motion or parallel-imaging artifacts, and the underlying field map. Future work may determine what scan parameters/factors most improve the goodness of fit. Additionally, factors such as low SNR could be taken into account to scale and/ or threshold the goodness of fit so that it more closely matches the confidence in the field-map estimation.
Goodness-of-Fit Variation
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented the novel goodness-of-fit field-mapping technique that is less biased by and sensitive to noise than current techniques. The improved field map and use of an RF-weighted bin combination scheme improve deblurring and suppress noise and other artifacts from distant spectral bins. Additionally, a goodness-of-fit metric, which indicates the accuracy of the field-map estimate, is used in the proposed weighted-average deblurring algorithm to strike a good balance between distortion and blurring. We have shown in phantoms and in images near knee, hip, and spinal metallic implants, that the proposed method is able to provide good deblurring without introducing the major distortion artifacts created by the current deblurring technique.
